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Background

Research Objectives

Results and Discussion

An online survey was developed to anonymously solicit perceptions of noise annoyance and sources. The 

survey was open to adults (18 years or older) who were residents of Halifax. Surveys were distributed by 

regionally targeted ads on social media beginning February 2022 until March 2022. Scaling questions 

assessed various levels of noise annoyance, open-ended questions helped determine sources of noise 

annoyance, and demographic conditions to better understand the study population. Data analysis 

consisted of finding measures of central tendency as well as the proportion of annoyance from scaling 

questions. Pattern and focused coding analysis was lastly done for the open-ended responses to 

understand the most significant source of noise annoyance.

The objectives of this research are:

1) To explore the level of annoyance associated with noise in Halifax.

2) To investigate the sources of noise residents of Halifax find to be most annoying.

Halifax regional municipality (HRM) is quickly growing¹, and with that comes an increase in volume of 

traffic, infrastructure, and activities such as construction leading to an increase in urban noise.² Urban 

noise has been shown to be a significant source of stress leading to negative health outcomes in the 

human population³, as well as the natural environment.⁴ The purpose of this research is to investigate 

the level of annoyance and sources of noise in Halifax by better understanding how residents perceive 

noise in their neighbourhood.

The target response quota for the research study was exceeded, reaching a total 

of 468 responses as seen in Table 1. To understand the first research objective, 

the primary scaling question on noise annoyance was broken down into 

categories of low, medium, and high annoyance. Low annoyance levels were 

categorized as 1-3 on the scale, medium being 4-6, and high annoyance as 7-

10. Overall, 27.6% were within the low category, 25.6% were in the medium 

category, and 46.8% of respondents fell in the highly annoyed category. As seen 

in Fig 2., road traffic has been shown to be both a common all time and 

nighttime annoyance. Neighbourhood nuisances tend to also be a significant 

noise annoyance source for any time and nighttime with fireworks being 

especially troublesome at night by interfering with respondents’ sleep. More 

than half of the responses within the neighbourhood nuisance category for both 

night-time and any time were identified as fireworks (see Fig. 1). With traffic 

being one of the predominant sources of annoyance, the addition of green 

buffer zones may help reduce the amplitude of noise.¹⁰ The secondary source of 

noise annoyance, fireworks, could be reduced dramatically if reduction 

measures were considered in the city of Halifax to limit the sale and use of 

backyard fireworks. As fireworks are a nuisance to not only humans, but the 

natural environment as well¹¹, Halifax could have a positive impact forward 

towards overall sustainability by heavily limiting this noise annoyance source.

Methods

The use of noise annoyance scales through community surveys tend to be more subjective ⁵ than 

acoustic noise mapping allowing valuable insight for both future research and municipal planning.

Health Impacts

Exposure to everyday urban noise outside of the workplace has recently proven to cause auditory 

impairment in individuals.⁶ Experiencing noise at home or in the neighbourhood can lead to an 

increase in stress, trouble focusing, cardiovascular disease, and/or loss of income for individuals.⁷ ⁸

Built Environment

Regular communication between animal species such as songbirds are impacted by increased urban 

noise leading to lower species diversity.⁹ Increasing buffer zones with areas of green vegetation may 

help decrease noise in high annoyance areas.¹⁰
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